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Maine Independent Levesque Business Solutions
Celebrates Fiftieth Anniversary

Where is Our
Next Generation
Coming From?

Congratulations are very much in order for Phil Levesque and his team
at Levesque Business Solutions in Madawaska, Maine, that this year is
celebrating its 50th anniversary.
The dealership was founded in 1963 as Levesque Office Supplies by
Phil’s parents, Reno and Eva Levesque. Today, the dealership operates
two other locations—in Bangor and Caribou, Maine, in addition to its
headquarters facility—and services customers throughout the state. It
is positioned as a “business to business sales and service company
that provides digital multifunction products, managed print services,
document management solutions, world class technical support, office
furniture and supplies.”
Levesque’s is a true family-owned and operated dealership. Serving
with Phil on the management team today are brothers Tom (service
manager) and Peter (who handles the operations and back office side
of the business).
Business has been challenging of late but that hasn’t stopped the dealership from growing, Phil reports. Some recent acquisitions of smaller
competitors and the addition of high speed copiers and printers to the
mix have both helped generate positive sales momentum and, he says,
the outlook is generally encouraging for the balance of the year.
“As a business, we have always put a strong emphasis on building relationships and developing a strong staff with the ability to out-service
our competition,” says Phil. The good news for him and so many other
independents like him is that there is still a healthy part of the market
that values that approach and is more than happy to take advantage
of it.
Congratulations to the Levesque family and their team and here’s to the
next fifty years!

In Denver, Elena Sirpolaidis of EON Office Honored as One
of Local Business Journal’s ‘40 Under 40’
EON Office CEO Elena Sirpolaidis has been recognized by the Denver
Business Journal as one of the honorees for its annual “Forty Under
40” awards.
The awards recognize the city’s up-and-coming leaders under age 40
for their business success and community contributions. Elena was
one of just 40 selected from 435 nominations for this year’s awards.

That question may not always
get a lot of attention and that’s
the real pity. In many ways,
how we answer it will probably have as much impact
on our collective future as anything we might do to
counter the big boxes or our online competition.
Wendy Pike of Twist Office Products recently found an
innovative way to answer it by taking part in a program
that gave her the opportunity to present the features
and benefits involved in running an independent office
products dealership to some 80 local girl scouts.
You can read more about Wendy’s efforts in this
month’s Winner’s Circle. It’s a great story and there
should be a whole lot more stories like it.
Unfortunately, we typically do a dismal job of marketing ourselves to the bright new talent that is coming
into the work force.
That’s too bad because our industry—particularly the
independent dealer side of it—has so much to offer
anyone who’s looking for the freedom to make their
own decisions and the opportunity to make a real difference where they work.
As the Twist Office Products story indicates, opportunities are available just about everywhere to take our
message to the market and throw out the welcome mat
to the next generation.
If you’re not currently doing something along those
lines, why not make the effort to see what might be out
there in your community?
And if you do have a program like that in place, please
let us know, so we can tell the rest of the industry about
it.
It’s very much a collective problem but we can all do
something about it and there’s no better time to start
than right now.
Cover photo: courtesy of VIP Office Furniture & Supply
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The #1 Software Provider for the Office Products Industry

Don’t
gamble
on your
software
partner!
Your business Should not bE lEft to ChanCE.
does your software provider guarantee:
• The ability to truly expand into multiple verticals such as jan/san, furniture, MPS, managed
networks and other services
• Privacy of customer data, contracts and pricing
• Full integration of CRM, sales analytics, device management, mobile applications and all vendors
• Dedication to the success of all independent dealers
• they will nEVER sell office products to your customers

Trust your business to a software provider who will be your
technology partner, never your competitor. Call ECi today!!!
www2.ECiSolutions.com/YourPartner
866-374-3221 • info@ECiSolutions.com • www.ECiSolutions.com
ECi and the ECi Red Box logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of eCommerce Industries, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Elena told the Denver Business Journal she faced a fork in the
road when she decided to venture into her own company at age
23. She knew it was going to be a lot of responsibility, she says,
but it turned out to be the best decision.
Today, EON is 94 hard-working industry professionals strong
and, she told the Jourunal, it’s a financially strong company that
is debt-free and has had no layoffs.
Elena also is very active in the community at large, particularly
with the local Goodwill Industries organization and its youth services programs for at-risk high school youth.
And last year, she was a finalist in the Colorado Women’s Chamber of Commerce’s Young Professional award contest and EON
Office was a finalist for its Medium-Sized Company of the Year.

Forty Years and Counting
for Brown & Saenger’s
Lyle Dabbert
Lyle Dabbert has come a long way
since the days when he delivered
office products on a bicyle because he was too young to drive.

Today, we’re delighted to join his many industry friends who are
celebrating his 40 years of service at the dealership where he
started, Sioux Falls, South Dakota-based Brown & Saenger.
Lyle has owned the dealership since 1989 and under his leadership, it has become a thriving regional supplier, with ten locations in South and North Dakota and a product mix that includes
printing and promotional products in additon to the standard
business products and furniture offering.
Along the way, he has also been active in numerous industry
organizations, including service as chairman of TriMega.
We won’t say here’s to the next 40 years, but hopefully Lyle won’t
be getting back on his bike to ride off into the sunset any time
soon!

Local Charities Benefit Big with $100K from
Chicagoland Dealer Garvey’s Office Products’
Recyling Program
These days, it’s not particularly unusual to hear of independents
who use their toner recycling programs to support deserving
continued on page 6

id/security id card holder sets—
a complete solution
• DURABLE’s shell-style ID/security card holders offer a complete solution, easy to use
all-in-one sets
• Attractive holders securely hold and protect both security identification passes and
magnetic card passes
• Made of high-quality clear acryl, the single-card holders are enclosed for highest
protection and secure hold of an ID or security card and magnetic strip. Pass is
easily removed using the thumb slot.
• Flexible format—can be used portrait or landscape
• Card holders are compatible with all marketed card holder accessories
No.

Description

Attachment

DBL8005-19

Shell-Style ID Card Holder

Strap

Qty.
25

DBL8012-19

Shell-Style ID Card Holder

Reel

10

DBL8268-19

Shell-Style ID Card Holder

Safety Necklace

10

Call for FREE Samples
800-273-3118
Visit us on the web to learn
more about our ID/Security ID
Card Holder Sets
DURABLEOFFICEPRODUCTS.COM
Click on Web brochures

Card holder sets are available from United Stationers.
DBL371-2012LN
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we

believe business happens on paper.
And that’s where we thrive.

We’re Enterprise Group, and we’re here to help. We’ve made paper our
business—and it shows up in the way we live. It’s about taking ideas like quality,
variety, convenience and service—and bringing them to life.
Enterprise Group’s product offering includes copy paper, custom cut sheets,
continuous forms, digital papers, converting rolls and specialty products. And as
a Domtar business, we are committed to meeting the highest standards of forest,
environmental and quality management.

For more information, please visit egpaper.com

Follow us on Twitter @egpaper
Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/egpaper
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causes in their community. But not too many do it on the same
scale as Niles, Illinois-based Garvey’s Office Products.
The dealership started its “Recycle for a Reason” program back
in 2007 and since then, it has donated over $100,000 to charities
and non-profits in the Chicagoland area.
In addition to empty toner cartridges, Garvey’s delivery drivers
also pick up used batteries, flattened cardboard boxes and unwanted electronics. They all end up at local recycling centers,
with 100% of the proceeds going to local charities.
“We have a lot of nonprofit clients that purchase supplies from
us, and we really wanted to find a way to give back to them,”
explains Sheila Garvey Gartland, Garvey’s marketing director.
“Our customers feel good about recycling their cartridges and
old equipment, and we’re so proud that we’ve been able to raise
more than $100,000 for local charities.”

IN Dealer Complete Office Supply Marks 25th
Anniversary at Annual New Products Show
It was showtime last month in Indianapolis as Alan Bird and his
team at Complete Office Supply hosted close to 200 of their best
friends, customers and prospects at their annual New Products
Show.

Alan usually makes a point of searching out a special location for
his show and this year was no exception. The event took place at
a local indoor karting arena, complete with races.
And to add a little more spice to the event, the dealership took
the average lap time of the top five men and women—28.33 seconds—and that was what they charged for a ream of hi-speed
copy paper for the rest of that week!
Hurtling around a 900 ft. track at speeds of up to 40 mph wasn’t
the only thing that made the event special.
In addition to the usual tradeshow fun and festivities, the dealership also celebrated its 25th anniversary this year. Complete
was founded by Alan’s parents, Tony and Roni, who have stayed
involved in the business after Alan became president last year.
The dealership has been in expansion mode of late, reports Alan,
hiring a new salesperson—all of whom work on the inside—about
every 2-3 months.
Business has been good, he says. Supplies are strong and office
furniture has come “roaring back.” Indeed, he says, if the furniture opportunities generated at last month’s how turn into actual
orders, then the dealership could well be looking at a “fantastic”
third quarter, Alan says.
continued on page 8

Relax, We’ve Got You CoveRed

We’re here to make your

meet your needs. We’ll

job easier. You can rely on

also make your job

Tennsco’s affordable,

stress-free with reliable,

high-quality line of storage

on-time delivery. Now,

and industrial solutions to

that’s Storage Made Easy.
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Success Minded

Harry Macey III :: President
Shelli Hellinghausen :: COO
Chris Carter :: CIO

Strategic solutions
provide our customers
with a personalized
experience.

Successful resellers know that a strong
e-commerce capability, diverse product
assortment, and efficient operating and sales
execution are the keys to success in a rapidly
changing marketplace. If you want your
business systems to enable your growth and
profit initiatives, consider modernizing your
company with MBS DEV.

SM

Go to our website: mbsdev.com

or scan for info:
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Wendy Pike, Chicago-Area Dealer, Brings
Independents’ Message to the Next Generation

Scouts and the National Association of Women Business Owners
(NAWBO) in which women business owners like Wendy offered a
sneak peak into the entrepreneurial business world.
The event drew some 80 girls, ranging in age from 8 to 13 years
old, who spent the day hearing from a wide variety of professionals, including a lawyer, a fashion stylist, a dentist, a professional
photographer, two stand-up comedians and yes, an independent
office products dealer!
“It was an amazing experience,” said Wendy. “Our goal was
to inspire the girls and let them know just what it means to be
an entrepreneur and I was so inspired myself by the response.
The girls asked a lot of questions about the business and how
I got started in it and working with them was just a very special
experience.”
In addition to the inspirational side of the event, presenters also
shared with their young audience some useful business-related
skills in areas such as planning, financial acumen, sales and
team building.

In Bensenville, Illinois, Wendy Pike of Twist Office Products
recently came up with an innovative way to reach the younger
generation with a message highlighting the benefits of being an
independent office products dealer when she took part in “From
Badge to Business,” a special event co-sponsored by the Girl

“The girls who participated mostly came from Chicago’s inner
city and this was a wonderful opportunity to show them how they
can break the cycle and make a difference for themselves and
those around them,” added Wendy.
continued on page 10

“Nothing gets past me –
only the best materials
go into our products.”
Kathy Louderback
Quality Control Team Leader,
12 years

Check out our MADE IN THE USA video
on YouTube by scanning above!

Whiteboards • Tackboards • Enclosed Boards • Easels
Serving Independent Dealers for 30 Years.
800.543.0550 • ghent.com
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Create printshop
quality dividers
without the wait.
Click here for information
on our Q2 consumer
promotion. Ask your Avery
rep for additional offers.

Improved Avery® Index Maker® Dividers
let you label all tabs at once, faster than ever.
Don’t work harder, work smarter. Avery® Index Maker® Dividers
with Clear Labels deliver professional results right at your desk
in just minutes. Easily customize all of the divider tabs in one
step with Avery’s innovative Easy ApplyTM clear label strip.

Little things that work in a big way.

TM

40%

Bigger Tabs!

Also available in Big Tabs

© 2013 Avery Dennison Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery, Avery Dennison and all other Avery brands, product names and
codes are trademarks of Avery Dennison Corporation. Personal and company names and other information on samples depicted are
fictitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.

Learn more about Avery innovative solutions, templates and support at avery.com
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New Showroom, ‘Best in Class’ Honors for Pacific
Office Interiors

In Agoura Hills, California, Free Taylor and his team at Pacific
Office Interiors have had plenty to celebrate of late, following a
comprehensive remodeling of their headquarters showroom and
recognition by their primary manufacturer Haworth as one of its
“Best in Class” dealerships for 2013.
The remodeling project for the 6,000 square foot showroom was
literally a floor-to-ceiling effort, bringing in all new lighting, floor
covering, cabinetry, wall treatments, graphics and more.
“We have a totally new look and feel which is more open and purposeful, reflecting today’s emphasis on collaboration and flexible
work styles,” says Free. “We wanted our space to physically articulate our story of transformation through healthy, human-centered environments that perform. Our design team did a superb
job and came up with something really special.”
News of the Haworth award came as one more reason to ice up
the champagne. POI is one of just 25 dealerships to receive the
distinction this year. The award recognizes exceptional performance in market development, sales, customer satisfaction and
operational excellence as well as enterprise development.
With POI posting a 40% sales gain last year, it’s no wonder Haworth likes what Free and his team are doing!
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Secrets of Success
by Jim Rapp
Like many other dealers, Pat and Susie Blake started with
a retail store and made many changes over the years. They
closed their store in 2005 and concentrated on the commercial
side of the business. Their business has doubled since then.
Last year, despite a challenging economy, they saw volume increase 22% over 2011.
“There are two primary reasons for our success,” explains Pat
Blake. “First, we focused on a ‘Buy Local’ approach long before it was a popular thing to do. Second, we moved our outside salespeople inside and hired two business development
people whose sole job is to find new customers.”

A New Approach Turned
the Business Around
How ‘Buy Local’
and the Five-Carrot
Program Doubled Sales

Staying ahead of the curve
As I listened to Pat and Susie talk about a lifetime in the industry, I couldn’t help thinking about the many changes that
have taken place over the years and the difficulties for independents involved in simply staying in business. The ones who
have been able to keep the doors open adjusted to the times,
anticipated the need to change and stayed ahead of the curve.
“I started out with the old Victor Comptometer Company in
Cincinnati but I always wanted to have my own business,” Pat
recalls, “One day as we were driving to Columbus, we hit a
detour that took us down the main street of Lancaster. We liked
the looks of the place and said, ‘Let’s start our business here’.”
In November of 1977 the Blakes opened a small retail store
selling supplies and a little furniture. Later, they added a repair
shop selling typewriters and copiers.
When computers came along, they bought a store that sold
the Commodore line, popular at the time. As the computer
business became less and less profitable, they sold both those
businesses and concentrated on supplies and furniture. In
2005, they closed their retail store and moved to a warehouse
location.

Office Mart, Lancaster, Ohio

It’s a great industry

• Supplies, Furniture,
Technology, Breakroom,
Janitorial

“As we approach retirement,” Pat reminisces, “I think about
what a wonderful career this has been. It’s a great industry with
wonderful people. Everyone has helped us along the way—the
wholesalers, TriMega, and consultants Krista Moore and Tom
Buxton, Orbit Design, who created the Five-Carrot Program that
highlights how we serve as a true partner for our customers.”
“The future of the independent dealer looks bright indeed. We
are so glad to have been part of it!”

MAY 2013

• Pat Blake, President
• Susie Blake, Vice President

• Founded: 1977
• Sales: $3.5 million
• Employees: 12
• Partners: TriMega, United
Stationers
• On-line Sales: 49%
• www.officemartinc.com
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The True

OEM Alternative
ColorLogic Technology™
West Point Products has set a new standard in
color quality and performance with its ColorLogic
Technology™. By utilizing next generation technology, high
quality chemical toners and components, and proprietary
robotics and automation, West Point Products cartridges
featuring ColorLogic Technology™ provide a true alternative
to the OEM.
The ColorLogic Technology™ Advantage
• Peak performance and consistent, vibrant color output
• Engineering, R&D, and manufacturing facilities
dedicated to color, resulting in the most advanced color
systems on the market
• Automated manufacturing environment with
centralized quality monitoring system
• Rigorous testing protocols to ensure products to meet
or exceed OEM performance
• 100% IP-cleared – dealers are fully indemnified against
OEM litigation
• 100% quality guarantee

West Point Products…The ONLY Logical Choice

206213A

Visit www.westpointproducts.com for more information

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

Newsmaker Interview:

Andrew Morgan and Larry
Schiff of the Office Products
Software Alliance
Earlier this year, six of the industry’s leading technology providers—BMI, ECI Software
Solutions, GOPD, Red Cheetah, SSI and Thalerus—announced the formation of the
Office Products Software Alliance (OPSA), a new umbrella group designed to provide a
formal framework in which they can discuss common issues and concerns and focus
their collective energies on strengthening the industry overall.
Andrew Morgan

The creation of OPSA comes at a time of growing concern about the involvement in the
office products marketplace of retail giants such as Walmart, W.W. Grainger and Amazon and also in the wake of United Stationers’ acquisition of fellow dealer technology
provider MBS DEV.
In the following interview, two of the Alliance’s founding members—Larry Schiff of BMI
and Andrew Morgan of Red Cheetah—discuss the reasons behind the group’s formation and outline its initial goals and priorities.

Larry Schiff

A lot of people look at the alliance
as a response to United Stationers’
acquisition of MBS DEV. Is that a fair
assessment and if so, what’s the
fuss all about?

come to market. When they made the
announcement of the purchase, we were
told that the other software providers
would continue to be just as important to
United as ever and that there would be a
fair playing field.

SCHIFF: I don’t think it’s a fair assessment by any means. The Alliance didn’t
just happen overnight. We have been
talking informally about sharing ideas and
perspectives on common issues for the
past two or three years and it just seemed
like the time was right to formalize that
effort and give it a solid framework. The
United-MBS Dev issue is a very minor
part of the overall picture and probably
represents barely 5% of our discussions
so far.

But the fact remains that United has quite
an advantage in the market because of
the direct relationships they have with the
dealers. Speaking for BMI, we are not too
pleased with the way the selling process
has gone. This is not an OPSA issue,
though. It’s a BMI issue because we’re
competing directly with them.

Having said that, we at BMI have had
some issues with the way they have
MAY 2013
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MORGAN: The reality—by their own admission—is that it does put the industry
in a very odd place. The service providers
have done a very good job over the years
continued on page 16
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Office products
are your world.
They’re our
world, too.
For nearly 25 years, OPMA has
served the office products industry
by delivering results-proven, costefficient marketing solutions. From
catalogs and flyers to websites and
e-commerce tools, we’ve built a
solid reputation on providing our
clients with the materials they need,
when they need them.

e-marketing

To learn more about how our worlds
can come together, contact us at
616.785.6061, or visit opma.com.
Office Products Marketing & Advertising
4211 North Division
Comstock Park, Michigan 49321
616.785.6061

flyers
catalogs
websites
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of being wholesaler-agnostic. We have partnered successfully
with each of the major wholesalers to the benefit of our common
customers. Now, lines are being crossed and one of those partners is now also a competitor.
But as Larry indicates, that is not the major reason by any means,
why the Alliance was formed. As a group, we believe that the
growing impact on the market of e-tailers and companies like
Walmart, Grainger, Amazon and others needs to be addressed
on a common platform.
We have seen similar efforts by the wholesalers trying to work
with buying groups and the buying groups working together and
they all have a common theme: how best to work together to
prevent a deterioration of opportunity for the independent dealer
and respond to the individual dealer’s inability to invest in technology on the same scale as the likes of Staples and Amazon.
The purpose of the Office Products Software Alliance is exactly
what we have said. It is to discuss those common challenges and
explore opportunities for synergy. We are all still going compete
but that doesn’t mean we can’t discuss ways to strengthen the
channel in general, just as BSA, the wholesalers and the buying
groups are doing. And as we have stated numerous times, any
software provider that is interested in joining and participating is
welcome to call.

The group has identified three key priorities for action
going forward: Content Standardization and Uniform
Deployment; Security and Data Integrity Standardization;
Mobile Order Entry, Smartphone Apps and Mobile
Payment Investigation.

We also need to consider together the way the industry deals
with the “Endless Aisle” concept. The wholesalers have addressed this to some extent, but not to the point of allowing their
first call dealers to have a genuine Endless Aisle through browse,
through taxonomy and through all the pieces of functionality that
you see on Amazon and other sites like them.
There’s also the issue of uniform deployment, which relates to
the marketing and merchandising side and involves the possible
creation of what you might call a universal marketing portal. This
would be a website where the manufacturers could post content
or a piece of functionality and any of the industry technology
providers would be able to take it and incorporate it into their
system.
So we need to have an open discussion with BSA, particularly
about how we can create a universal standardization in a way
that will work for all and that doesn’t leave anybody behind.

Where does the dialog with BSA stand right now?
MORGAN: Based on the conversations so far, I feel extremely optimistic about the relationship with BSA. They have been
extremely supportive of the Alliance and our agenda and I see
a massive opportunity to really make a difference by working
together.

What are your goals for Security and Data Integrity
Standardization?
MORGAN: The unfortunate truth is that we live in a world where
people are constantly trying to take advantage. Every member of
the Alliance is sitting on a tremendous amount of personal data
and we all take the security of that data very seriously.

Maybe we can take each one separately and examine
why they’re important and what your goals are for each
one. Let’s start with Content Standardization and Uniform
Deployment.

This is an area where there’s a lot of potential to learn from each
other and raise the bar on protecting critical business information and strengthening the channel overall from the standpoint of
security and integrity.

MORGAN: We’re at an interesting point in time on content standardization thanks to the great work that BSA has been doing in
that area. As an alliance, we have reached out to the BSA board
and to the executives at BSA and we want to be involved as
much as we can.

The third area you identify as a priority is Mobile
Order Entry, Smartphone Apps and Mobile Payment
Investigation. What are plans in that area?

What we would like is an opportunity to sit down and have a very
open and frank conversation about some of the implications of
content standardization for us as technology providers.
For example, let’s say the new BSA video standard cannot be
achieved by one of the industry software providers — either because of investment issues or due to systemic structure. Are we
willing as an industry to leave that particular service provider and
their dealers behind?
MAY 2013

MORGAN: This is a huge issue. Each Alliance member is at a
different place in terms of research and deployment on mobile
order entry, smartphone apps and mobile payments and we each
face some important, big-picture questions.
Where are the industry and the dealer community headed on
mobile? It’s an area where it’s very easy to spend a lot of money
but if we’re going to do that, we need to be confident what we
develop will be deployed across a broad user base of dealers so
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Want to golf at the home of the 2015 U.S. Open?

Chuckals 6th Annual

Charity Golf Tournament
All proceeds benefit City of Hope &
Friends of American Lake Golf Course

7:30am Continental Breakfast/
Practice Facility Use/Putting Contest
9:00am 18 hole
Championship- Forecaddie provided
P: 253.620.2350 Crystal Wertz chuckalsmarketing@chuckals.net

Sponsorship packages
available, contact us today!

Space is limited, reserve your spot early

$1200.00/Foursome
Includes Breakfast, Lunch,
Practice play & Forecaddie

Thermal Laminating

The

Heat

New!

is

The performance of more
expensive thermal laminators
at a value price!

On!

Scotch™ Thermal
Laminator Value
Pack MMM TL902VP

• Includes 1 laminator and

20 free high-quality thermal
laminating pouches

• Long-term protection for

$

professional presentations

• Clear finish lets important
information show through

• Photo-safe

10

Mail-in
Rebate

when you buy Scotch™ Thermal
Laminator Value Pack MMM TL902VP
AND Scotch™ Thermal Laminating Pouches
MMM TP3854-100 (100/pack)
Mail-in Certificate/Not Redeemable at Retail
PLEASE PRINT:

Name
Email (optional)*
UPC# 00051141943435
UPC# 00051141945286

Buy the Scotch™ Thermal Laminator Value
Pack MMM TL902VP and one pack of Scotch™
Letter-Size Pouches MMM TP3854-100 and
receive a $10 rebate by mail.
To receive your rebate by mail, send original UPC barcodes from both
packages, order invoice or online receipt with purchase price
circled, and this completed rebate certificate to:

Scotch™ Thermal Laminating $10 Mail-In Rebate Offer
Dept. 8807
P. O. Box 5013
Stacy, MN 55078-5013
*This information will be used only to provide you with information about
3M products and in accordance with 3M’s privacy policy found at:
www.3M.com/privacy/html.

Company (optional)
Address

City

State

Zip

PLEASE NOTE: This rebate offer is good ONLY on TL902VP and TP3854-100 Laminating products purchased
between January 1, 2013 – June 30, 2013. Requests must be postmarked by 7-31-2013. Limit ONE rebate per
family, group, organization, or address. No post office boxes allowed. Offer open only to residents of the USA. Offer void
where taxed, restricted or prohibited by law. Allow 6-8 weeks to receive your rebate. To be eligible for offer, each claim
form must be accompanied by the original product package UPC barcode and order invoice or register receipt. Sponsor
assumes no responsibility for late, lost, misdirected, damaged, illegible, postage-due mail, or non-complying claim forms.
Retailers, distributors, dealers, warehouse facilities and their employees are not eligible to participate. Handwritten invoices
or sales history reports will not be accepted. 3M has the right to substantiate UPCs. All claim forms and their accompanying
documentation become the property of 3M Company and will not be returned. Offer good in the USA. Offer void where
prohibited by law. For your records, keep copies of all documentation submitted for this offer. Good while supplies last.

3M, Scotch, and the Plaid Design are trademarks of 3M. © 3M 2013. All rights reserved.
70-0716-2894-8

TM

Laminating & Display Products

Protect and Preserve!

Choose the right laminating products for your project
THERMAL

HEAT-FREE

SELF-SEAL

Scotch™ Thermal Laminating
Machines and Pouches

Scotch™ Heat-Free Laminating
Machines and Cartridges

Scotch™ Self-Seal
Laminating Pouches

Thermal machine provides permanent
seal for the long-term protection of
important documents; be productive
and make professional
presentations. Permanent clear film
lets information show through.

Non-electric, no-heat laminators
designed to laminate paper products for
office, school or home use. Easy load
cartridge; simple and quick. Increases
productivity, and protects the
document over an extended period
of time.

Self-seal laminating pouches are
simple and easy to use, and
require no machine. Simply place,
press and seal to preserve important
items. Permanent clear film lets
information show through.

BENEFITS

• Protect items from damage
• Clear professional finish
• Saves time and money, can be used
anywhere, any-time
• Photo safe*

BENEFITS

• Protect items from damage
• Clear professional finish
• Clear to let important
information show through
• Photo safe*
USES

Certificates, signs, maps, artwork,
photos, cards, ID badges, name tags,
luggage tags, business cards.

• No waiting for warm-up
• No power consumption
• Allows user to finish long
banners or small items with
the same cartridges
• Saves time and money
• Photo safe*
USES

BENEFITS

USES

Signs, schedules, certificates, maps,
artwork, photos, ID badges, name tags,
luggage tags, business cards.

Designed for laminating paper or flat
paper-like items between two film
layers. Use for documents,
announcements, signs, awards,
certificates, banners, etc.

* Photo-safe determined in accordance with ISO Standard 18916

TM
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that it will generate an acceptable ROI.
OPSA as an organization accounts for an extremely large portion
of the dealer systems deployed. Working together, we can get
a good sense of just how broadly mobile apps are likely to be
utilized if we make the investment to develop them.

One area that isn’t explicitly covered in your initial
priorities is Search Engine Optimization, yet that’s clearly
an area of concern for dealers, particularly as it relates
to their sites’ visibility for the key search engines. What’s

Nominations Now Open for Special ‘Industry
Achievement,’ ‘Professional of the Year’ Awards
OPI magazine and wholesaler S.P. Richards have announced
the addition of two new awards to their annual North American
Office Products Awards program and they are currently soliciting
nominations from industry members for the initial honorees.
The two new awards are for “Professional of the Year” and “Industry Achievement” and they both will be presented at the gala
dinner which will take place June 29 as part of the S.P. Richards
2013 ABC event in Orlando.
The Industry Achievement award seeks to recognize the achievement of a person who has made an outstanding contribution to
the advancement of the office products industry over the course
of their career in OP. This inspirational individual may have been
instrumental in the success of an organization or has helped
advance the dealer channel in North America through their dedication and commitment.
OPI and SPR are also asking industry members to nominate the
brightest talent they have encountered in the industry. This may
be an employee who has had a significant impact on growth,
productivity and morale or an exceptional executive working for
a customer, supplier or partner. The honor is intended for an outstanding executive who has the potential to influence the future
of the independent dealer channel, OPI and SPR said.
Deadline for nominations is May 19 and you can enter yourself
or nominate a member of your team, an old boss, an impressive
young executive, a customer or even a rival! To submit your
nomination, visit https://www.eventsforce.net/opi/8/home.

TriMega Announce Board Changes
Following its recent annual board elections, the TriMega dealer
group announced last month that Ian Wist of Wist Office Products in Tempe will serve as its new chairman.
Wayne Stillwagon, Miller’s Office Products in Lorton, Virginia,
was elected vice chairman while Dick Dodge, T.H.E. Office City,

your sense of how well independents’ sites in general
stack up against the big boxes and online competition
when it comes to SEO?
MORGAN: SEO is certainly very important and I certainly think
the Alliance could at some point make a contribution in that area.
But we can’t take on everything right away. If something is not
on our initial list, that doesn’t mean it’s not being addressed by
individual members.
The Alliance is a very dynamic group in a very dynamic industry
and I certainly wouldn’t rule anything out further down the road.
Redwood City, California, will serve on the TriMega board as immediate past chairman.
Re-elected to three-year terms on the TriMega board were John
Allison, Action Business Suppliers, Lexington, Kentucky, and
Mark Porter, Porter’s Office Products, Rexburg, Idaho.
Greg Fox, Kramer & Leonard, Chesterton, Indiana, and Lane
Harper, Gulf Coast Office Products, Pensacola, were elected as
new board members.

AOPD, IS Announce Major New Healthcare Market
National Accounts
It was time for independents to celebrate in the national accounts market earlier this month as two of the industry’s leading
dealer groups announced new agreements with Premier, one of
the country’s leading national healthcare consortiums.
Premier reports its membership includes more than 2,800 hospitals and health systems and more than 93,000 facilities in the
non-acute segment of the healthcare market.
American Office Products Distributors (AOPD), the dealer national accounts marketing organization, said it has been awarded a
national contract with Premier which becomes effective August
1 and will run for three years.
AOPD is currently a Premier contracted supplier in the Premier
SEEDS program and with this award graduates to the Premier
National Contract program.
Hard on the heels of AOPD’s announcement came similar news
from Findlay, Ohio-based Friends Business Source and Independent Stationers, the group that Friends belongs to.
Friends announced in partnership with IS that it has been awarded a similar purchasing agreement with Premier. Its contract also
becomes effective August 1 and runs for three years.
Friends said the intent is to execute its contract nationwide with
the assistance of the IS National Accounts organization and its
dealer members.
continued on page 22
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Be A Winner

BMI OP Revelation

TM

The Truly Independent Software
for Office Product Dealers
What The Winners Say….
“We converted to BMI OP Revelation software in 2008, and we have never had any
regrets about having made that decision. I think it is hard for most dealers to imagine,
but our conversion was seamless and took place over a weekend. We never
experienced problems with order entry, purchasing, distribution or billing and our
customers, on the following Monday, were very impressed with our new Ecommerce
storefront.”
Bob Mairena – President
Office Solutions
“Our challenges were met and overcome and our business is in a better place as a
result of the decision to implement BMI OP Revelation software. We have been able to
utilize the software to keep pace with the changes we have made to our business over
the years and we were able to quickly and efficiently handle and integrate acquisitions.”
Sid Lerman - President
The Weeks Lerman Group

See why our dealers are reporting explosive growth. Visit us on the web at
http://www.bmiusa.com/industry-expertise/office-supply or call us today, toll
free, for a free consultation at 888-580-8382, X206.

Member OPSA – Office Products Software Alliance

Industry News
Judge Rules Office Depot Lawsuit
to Go Forward
A California judge has denied motions by
Office Depot to dismiss a lawsuit relating
to allegations that it overcharged government agencies and non-profits under the
contract the Florida-based big box held
with the U.S. Communities purchasing
consortium.
The lawsuit, which was filed by whistleblower and former Office Depot employee David Sherwin and the state of
California, alleges that Office Depot used
two price plans for a U.S. Communities
contract and did not give the lowest price
point for office supplies to government
agencies, according to a report published
in the South Florida Business Journal earlier this month.
Office Depot in its first quarter 10-Q filing
with the Securities and Exchange Commission said that it had filed motions to dismiss
the lawsuits, but court documents filed on
April 9 said that the motions were denied
without prejudice, the Journal reported.
Several local government agencies have
accused Office Depot of overcharging
it for office supplies. Late last year, the
city of Houston alleged that Office Depot
overcharged it by as much as $6.6 million
and it noted Office Depot was required to
refund $1.7 million to the city of Dallas and
$4.5 million to Florida for overcharges, the
Journal reported.
For more on Office Depot’s problems with
its state and local government contracts,
visit the State Contract Watch section of
the Independent Dealer website (www.
idealercentral.com/Pages/Watch_List).

Red Cheetah Incorporates S.P.
Richards’ Enhanced Content into
Outpost E-commerce Platform
Joint efforts between wholesaler S.P.
Richards and service provider Red Cheetah have produced improvements to enhanced content features through Outpost,

continued from page 20
Red Cheetah’s e-commerce platform,
according to an announcement from Red
Cheetah last month.
The company said multiple new enhanced
content features have been activated on
Outpost for products carried by S.P. Richards and indicated additional features development will continue into the summer,
eventually bringing Red Cheetah to full
integration with the best content available
from S.P. Richards.
Content features are being synced daily
between S.P Richards and Red Cheetah
to provide the most current content, the
company said.

ECi Names New Director of
Product Management for Office
Products, Launches New FM Audit
Professional Services Offering

ECi said FMAudit Professional Services is
designed to assist a newly created MPS
provider with established processes to
jump-start business practices.
For experienced MPS providers, losing
resources and retraining are major issues.
The PS program will help these dealers
establish best practices to help stabilize
resources and strengthen the services
provided, ECi said.
For more information on FMAudit and its
services, visit www.ecisolutions.com.

Parts Now Opens Houston
Distribution Center
Imaging parts and supplies distributor
Parts Now has expanded its market coverage with the addition of a distribution
center in Houston.
The new facility brings the total number
of Parts Now distribution centers to seven
and allows the company to offer increased
logistics capabilities to customers in the
South Central region, including faster order turnaround times plus same day, next
day and drop ship delivery services.

Supplies Network Announces
Strategic Partnership with
Compass Sales Solutions
Dealer technology provider ECi Software
Solutions last month announced that Michael Ross has joined the company as
director of product management for office
products.
Ross is a dynamic addition to our team,”
said Anshul Choudhry, president of ECi’s
Office Products Division. “In particular, we
are excited to use Michael’s expertise to
take our e-commerce solution to the next
level as we prepare to roll out ECinteractive Plus.”
Separately, ECi also announced last
month that its FMAudit MPS data collection software has added a new offering,
FMAudit Professional Services.

MPS solutions provider and IT wholesaler
Supplies Network last month announced
a new partnership with Compass Sales
Solutions which it said will give mutual
Supplies Network and Compass Sherpa
customers the ability to automatically
import their consumables and costs into
Compass’s new and enhanced Compass
Sherpa MPS Price Book.
This not only helps the Compass administrator to always have current pricing
loaded, but assures that their sales representatives always have the most accurate, complete, and competitive pricing
available in the Printer Pricer tool, Supplies Network said.

continued on page 24
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Supplies Network customers interested in learning more should
contact Sarah Custer, MPS Solutions Manager at 800-775-5056
or custers@suppliesnetwork.com for more information.

markets with two more, covering healthcare and education,
scheduled for release later this year.
For more information, visit www.indeal.org or contact Dave
Gatherum (PH:727.385.4639; Email: dgatherum@indeal.org).

Red Cheetah’s Andrew Morgan Joins NOPA Board
Andrew Morgan, CEO of Red Cheetah Software, has joined
the board of governors of the National Office Products Alliance
(NOPA). Morgan will serve on the NOPA board as its technology
community representative.
“It is a tremendous honor to be selected by the members of the
NOPA board to serve the independent dealer community in this
way, and I look forward to assisting in the continued efforts of
NOPA to its growing and dynamic dealer base,” stated Morgan.
Morgan succeeds Donna Snyder, president of GOPD, and Traci
Johnson, vice president, marketing for ECi, who was the first
technology community representative to hold this position.

IBPI, Office Equipment Dealer Buying Group, Elects
New Board Members and Officers
International Business Products Inc. (IBPI), the largest office
equipment dealer buying group, last month added two new
members to its board of directors and elected new officers.

eQuality Introduces Full Dealer Business
Management Package
Dealer technology provider eQuality Internet Services has announced the expansion of its standalone web catalog program
into a full business management package for independent office
products dealers.
All eQuality customers were due to receive the upgrades free of
charge by May 1, the company said.
“The package we offer is a great match for smaller dealerships and new start-ups to hit the ground running and avoid
paying big bucks for features and services they don’t use,” commented eQuality’s Gilbert Walter, For additional information, visit
www.equalityis.com or call 800-798-5615.

Ghent Launches New Dealer Extranet

Joining the IBPI board were Chip Miceli of Des Plaines Office
Equipment, Elk Grove Village, Illinois, and Tom Ouellette of Budget Document Technology, Lewiston, Maine.
In addition, the board elected Mark Grice, CopyFax, Jacksonville, Florida, as its president; Dale Fowler, Zeno Office Solutions,
Midland, Texas as vice president, and Greg Walker, East Texas
Copy Systems, Tyler, Texas, as secretary/treasurer.

INDEAL Furniture Dealer Group Embarks on Year
Three
The INDEAL office furniture dealer buying and marketing organization recently announced it is entering its third full year.
Co-founder and principal Dave Bloch told members the group
had what he called an exceptional finish to 2012, with 97% of
the suppliers in the program increasing sales and some seeing
increases well over 100%.

Visual communication products manufacturer Ghent has
launched a new Dealer Extranet site designed to make key business tools available to its dealers literally at the click of a mouse.

INDEAL has just released two of its four 2013 Idea Books,
mini-catalogs aimed at specific vertical markets and contract
office furniture purchasing departments and the A&D community
at large.

The Extranet makes it possible for dealers to track orders, get
freight quotes, find customized price lists and download images. According to Ghent president Janet Collins, it is being rolled
out as part of Ghent’s mission to make it the dealer’s most hassle-free manufacturer.

The first two books cover the general business and government

“We’ve made it a strategic focus to deliver an exceptional dealer
continued on page 26
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DON'T LEAVE WORKSPACE COLLABORATION HANGING IN THE BALANCE.

Visit us at NeoCon showroom 331.

safcoproducts.com

Industry News
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experience,” said Collins. “A tool like the Ghent Dealer Extranet
puts information right into our dealers’ hands when they need it
and gives them a convenient, single point of contact to get their
questions answered.”

Safco Adds to Senior Management Team, Launches
Dedicated AlphaBetter Desk Website

For more information or to set up your Extranet account, call the
Ghent customer service team at (800) 543-0550.

HPFI Products Earn BIFMA level 2 Certification
HPFI (formerly High Point Furniture Industries) announced last
month that all of its casegoods, seating and table products have
been certified to level 2 by SCS Global Services of the ANSI/
BIFMA e3 Furniture Sustainability Standard.

Steve Schmidt

‘Furniture manufacturer Safco
Products has announced the
addition of three new directors
to its leadership team. They
are Steve Schmidt, director
of supply chain management;
Theresa Thompson, director
of finance, and Beth Hassler,
director of international sales.

Developed by BIFMA, level is a voluntary certification program
in which third-party auditors measure a product and its producer
against the ANSI/BIFMA e3 Furniture Sustainability Standard.
“Achieving level 2 is a significant milestone for HPFI” said Spencer O’Meara, president and CEO of HPFI. “We’ve invested a
number of resources in our sustainability journey, but it was and
is the right thing to do. This certification is an acknowledgement
of our environmentally-friendly policies and actions which began
decades before the level standard was published.”

Theresa Thompson

Digital copies of the certificates of compliance are posted on the
Sustainability page of the HPFI web site at www.hpfi.com, on the
BIFMA web site at http://levelcertified.org and the SCS web site
at www.scsglobalservices.com/bifma-level.

Schmidt has been with Safco
Beth Hassler
for the past three years as director of finance. In his new position,
he will be responsible for leading the company’s new, centralized
supply chain organization as it seeks to improve the flexibility
and cycle time of supplier performance while driving waste out
of the system.

Pentel of America Announces New Senior Managers

Thompson, who succeeds Schmidte as director of finance, has
held numerous senior financial management positions, most
recently as chief financial officer at avionics solutions provider
Shadin Avionics.

Pentel of America has announced it is transitioning to a new senior management team from Pentel’s head office in Tokyo. The
change was effective May 1.
Tomokazu Takahashi, previously operating officer of strategic
planning for Pentel Company, Ltd., has assumed the role of president at the company.
Akira Ito, a 32-year employee of Pentel, has become vice-president of sales, marketing and product development, a new position. Mike Cappadocia, director of sales, and Ilene Albert-Nelson, director of marketing, will report to him.
Assuming the role of chief operations officer is Chaturo Koumi,
who previously served in the strategic planning department in
Japan.

Hassler comes to Safco with 15 years of furniture industry experience, including serving as manager of international sales
for Krueger International. Most recently, she was with Sagus
International, where she established the company’s international
sales initiative.
Separately, Safco also announced the launch of a dedicated
website for its AlphaBetter school desk line. The site features an
interactive guide to the AlphaBetter and includes videos, product
specs and more. Visit www.safcoproducts.com/alphabetter to
learn more.

Former president Isseki “Rocky” Nakayama is returning to Japan
after 12 years in the U.S. to become operating officer of sales
and marketing, foreign trade department, for Pentel.
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“In addition to significant rebates
and buying programs, TriMega has provided me with powerful
guidance, tools, and information that benefits my business. With
their help, we have successfully negotiated with large accounts

David Stock
Runco Office Supply
Elk Grove Village, IL.
Member since 2005.

including Fortune 500 companies. TriMega has provided counsel
and assistance with writing proposals, reverse auctions, pricing
strategies as well as the overall strategies of our National
competitors. We will never win all of our proposals, but our
batting average is greatly increased with TriMega’s help. In fact,
TriMega was integral in us securing our largest customer ...”
See and hear more from David, scan here.

or visit
youtube.com/user/TriMegaPurchasing

Can you say that about your
current buying group?
If not, speak to us today,
we’ll be listening.

847-699-3330 • info@trimega.org
www.trimega.org

By Scott Cullen

If there’s one thing you can count on when the economy tanks, it’s that
the furniture part of your business is pretty much guaranteed to tank
right along with it. And as the economy creeps back, there’s a good
chance your office furniture sales are going to creep right back too.
With what seems like the worst of the most recent economic
crisis behind us, we spoke with a cross section of office products
dealers who also sell furniture about their furniture prospects for
2013.
Their comments by and large indicate a promising present and
future. However, in the interest of full disclosure, we also contacted about a dozen other dealers across the country who did
not respond to our e-mails or return our phone calls. Maybe they
were out selling furniture or maybe they did not have anything to
brag about, unlike the dealers who were kind enough to respond
to our queries. In any event, here’s what those dealers who did
pick up the phone had to say:
At VIP Office Furniture & Supply in Savannah and Hinesville
Georgia, 30% of their business comes from furniture sales, although that percentage typically bounces up and down from
month to month.
MAY 2013

President Barbara Pilkinton reports that customers often start
out using VIP for smaller jobs, but they come back again and
again because of VIP’s attention to detail and concern for accommodating their needs. Those satisfied customers are also a
great source of referrals, she points out.
VIP is a long-time Trendway dealer and last year added HON to
the mix. “They’ve become a key part of our furniture offerings,”
says Pilkinton.
The deciding factor, though, when it comes to determining which
line to use is what the customer truly needs not what VIP wants
to sell. “As much as we want to support our key furniture partners, we’re very conscious that we need to accommodate our
customers first and provide them with what works best for them
based on their needs,” emphasizes Pilkinton.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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VIP Office Furniture & Supply

Pilkinton appreciates how each of her
furniture vendors is proactive in their programs, support, and assistance. “It definitely makes a difference, especially when
we’re working on a large installation,”
she says. “It helps to have the furniture
representatives go with you to make the
presentation and provide samples.”
VIP has two specialists who focus almost entirely on furniture, but everybody

involved in sales
also sells furniture.
“Our office supply
salespeople can
open the SP or
United catalogs
and the information is right there
for them,” she
explains.
“But
when you get into
the contract furnishings area with
manufacturers
like
Trendway, HON direct,
Kimball and Indiana, you
really need to know what
they offer and how it works for
the customer.”
Most furniture opportunities tend to be
within VIP’s existing commercial customer base although they do a fair amount of
government business too. While the competition is mostly within a 50-mile radius
for the average office furniture customer,
on the government side, VIP competes
with dealers who may be located as far as
200 miles away.
“It makes it challenging,” concedes
Pilkinton. “I’m not saying they don’t do
as good a job, but if they come in today
and do an install, they’re gone tomorrow,

and in many cases the customer will just
deal with problems or deficiencies themselves because those people aren’t here
anymore.”
Because of that, VIP leverages the local
angle when marketing furniture. “I think
our customers’ expectations are higher
for us because number one, our standards are higher and two, because they
know where we are and are going to pick
up that phone or walk in and say ‘I need
you to fix this,’” notes Pilkinton.
At Rogards Office Plus in Champaign,
Illinois, furniture accounts for about 30%
of their overall business. The furniture
pipeline continues to flow thanks in part
to some local healthcare customers that
are expanding as well as agriculture-related customers in Central Illinois who are
building new facilities.
“Beyond that we’re seeing customers use
furniture as a reward for their employees
who have stuck with them through these
difficult times,” reports Tonya Horn, president. “It’s been rough, people haven’t had
raises or bonuses, but more companies
are buying office chairs for their staff as a
thank you for sticking with them.”
Rogards has four sales reps and each
is responsible for selling furniture. In
continued on page 30

Rogards Office Plus
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Visual Planner

addition, their in-house customer service
reps are equipped to do transactional
sales off the showroom floor.
Rogards’ furniture offerings include Maxon systems furniture, Via seating and Indiana Furniture. They’re also affiliated with
United Stationers, which means the Alera
line is big with Rogards’ customers. “United has been helpful in terms of supporting
Alera and our account manager with United has put together creative programs to
incentivize Alera sales,” reports Horn.
Although Horn acknowledges that it’s
not unique among independent dealers,
Rogards has enjoyed success with a trial
chair program where customers try out
an office chair for a week before making
a decision to buy or not to buy. “We sell a
lot of chairs just because they can try it,”
she says.
Being a small dealer in a small market has
its advantages, especially since Rogards
is the only office products dealer in the
market that sells furniture. Their main
competitor is an office furniture dealer
that doesn’t sell office products. That’s a
message they constantly reinforce.
MAY 2013

“Over the years we’ve become known as
the supply dealer while the other player is
the furniture dealer,” says Horn. “We try
to reach out to the market and let people
know we do furniture as well.”
Horn is cautiously optimistic about her
furniture business for the rest of the year.
“In our market we don’t see the real high
highs when the economy booms off the
charts, but we also don’t see the real low
lows. We’ll probably be up a few points in
furniture this year.”
At iCopy Print in Decatur, Texas, where
28% of overall business is furniture,
they’ve had a lot of success lately with
various remodeling projects, including
new banks coming into town, new construction, hospitals, and schools, the
latter representing one of their biggest
furniture markets.
iCopy has two outside sales reps that
focus on furniture as well as owner Marianne Henderson who actively sells furniture. However, anyone involved in sales at
INDEPENDENT DEALER

iCopy Print can sell it. “I don’t limit reps
to any one product category or limit their
opportunities for selling furniture,” says
Henderson. “I try to expose them to small
projects and if they have an interest in it
they’re going to grab a hold of it and go.”
iCopy Print primarily sells HON, National,
and DMI, Henderson reports.
Asked about the most effective way to
market furniture in the Decatur market,
Henderson cites word of mouth and repeat business for larger accounts like
schools. “They know they’re going to get
a great value,” she says.
Although they’re a small dealer, iCopy
Print relies on technology such as Visual
Planner software to ensure everything
measures out and is a perfect fit for the
customer. “We do every bit of it from
installation to cleanup, so the value is
a complete sell and a consultative approach as opposed to, ‘Here’s the item
you ordered’ and dropping the box off at
the dock. That makes a huge difference.”
It’s the middle of April and iCopy Print’s
furniture business is trending upwards.
continued on page 31
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Henderson expects that trend to continue
for the rest of the year. “A lot of it is unique
to our market because the accounts we
have and the growth they’re experiencing is creating a demand for furniture. I
think people are feeling more comfortable
about business in our area and they’re
buying more chairs and replacing some
other things.”
Louisiana Office Supply in Baton Rouge
has a healthy furniture business, which
accounts for about 40% of the company’s
total sales. One reason business is doing
well is location, location, location. Chemical companies and companies in related
industries such as engineering have finally
got their checkbooks out again. “They’re
buying everything from case goods to
conference room furniture,” reports Monique LeBlanc, a sales rep for Louisiana
Office Supply.
Allsteel is Louisiana’s primary furniture
vendor, but they also sell a wide variety of
product from the likes of HON and Global,
among others.
Louisiana Office Supply has nine outside
sales people and a design department as
well as what LeBlanc calls “a spectacular
showroom.”
Marketing is essential for getting the word
out and Louisiana Office Supply advertises
in several local publications as well as on
radio and TV. One-on-one meetings with

customers and prospects are also critical.
One way Louisiana Office Supply stands
out in those situations is with Visual Planner software. “The layout is awesome. It
allows me to draw their exact office and
show them exactly what is going to be in
there; they can actually see what it’s going
to look like,” notes LeBlanc.
The past 12 months have been crazy busy
for LeBlanc and she expects it to continue
the rest of the year. “It’s been a wonderful
thing for me personally and my company.
It hasn’t slowed down yet.”
At Source Office Products, headquartered
in Denver, about 15% of their overall business comes from furniture, reports owner
John Givens.
Givens says Source currently has three
go-to-market strategies for its furniture
business.
“We don’t represent a closed line like a lot
of dealers do,” says Givens. “Instead, we
work with multiple furniture manufacturers such as HON and Global and utilize
the local support programs each company provides.”
For smaller projects and transactional
sales, Source works with the internal team
at S.P. Richards, while for larger, more
complex projects, the dealership has
found a mutually beneficial partnership
with a local contract furniture dealer helps
get the job done.

“We have a strategic alliance agreement
with BC Interiors in Boulder, Colorado,
that allows us to leverage the expertise
of their design team and professional
furniture experts,” Givens explains. “BCI
professionals act as our subject matter
experts and line of business managers
and work with us on larger, more complicated projects.”
In the Denver market, now is absolutely
the right time to be selling office furniture,
with a lot of pent-up demand that’s finally
coming into play, according to Givens.
“A lot of people tightened their belts
from 2008-2010 and didn’t buy a lot of
assets—whether it was copiers or printers or furniture,” he points out. “Their
furniture is five years older than it was,
Colorado’s economy is picking up, home
sales are back on track and the prevailing
mood about business in general is a lot
more positive.”
Justin Miller, director of sales at Yuletide
Office Solutions in Memphis, reports that
furniture accounts for 10% of the dealership’s overall revenue, up from just 5%
the year before. Opportunities abound,
he maintains, with growth coming mostly
from the private school, distribution, and
healthcare sectors.
All Yuletide sales reps sell furniture and go
through a training process so that they’re
continued on page 32
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Yuletide Office Solutions

not afraid to sell it. “We’re of the belief that
any rep should be able to sell anything
and get credit for it,” states Miller. “By doing that, it gives them an incentive to try
and bundle as much as possible.”
Yuletide also has a design department
and recently built a 7,000+ square foot
furniture showroom to raise their furniture
profile.

Although Yuletide’s reps do a fine job selling furniture, the dealership still depends
on their furniture manufacturers to close
certain deals. “Global is a great example
of that,” notes Miller. “Our rep is unreal. If
we have a big enough presentation, he’ll
come in and literally spend all day helping
us prepare.”

various TriMega vendors. The dealership
has built its furniture effort around the Trimega furniture program, he reports.
Miller remains optimistic about Yuletide’s
furniture opportunities for the remainder
of the year. “Last year we grew by 50%,
and I expect to do the same this year,” he
predicts.

Yuletide is also enjoying success with the

Yuletide Office Solutions
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Honoree
GolF outinG
Hosted By

The Whistling Straits Course in Kohler, Wisc., is known
to many as “the Pebble Beach of the Midwest” and will
be the site of the 2013 Honoree Golf Outing.

Dinner Sponsored by

Join esteemed members of City of Hope’s
National Office Products Industry for the
Spirit of Life Honoree Golf Outing to support
City of Hope’s mission to cure cancer, diabetes
and other life-threatening diseases.
The Straits Course
Kohler, Wisc.
June 18 – 19, 2013
BoB Keller
2013 Spirit of Life® Honoree
executive Chairman
ACCo Brands Corporation

To register and see video message from honoree
Bob Keller, visit www.cityofhope.org/nopi.
For more info, contact Cathleen Tighe at
866-905-HOPE or email ctighe@coh.org.

How to
Reach the
Empowered

User
By Diane Hund

Office purchasing has long been the role
of purchasing agents and administrative
staff, but today’s consumer marketplace
for office products purchasing is changing. At its Vision conference last fall,
United Stationers spoke of ‘empowered
users’, or individuals who make their own
decisions on the office products that they
purchase.
United estimates empowered users are
purchasing 77% of what a company
buys—which is up from 61% just 18
months ago. These empowered purchases can be “leak points,” or areas where
your customer may be going to alternate
locations to purchase office products.
Research from United Stationers reveals:
• Empowered users buy what they
need, when they need it and are less
likely to go through formal purchasing functions.
• Empowered users occur across all
business sizes, but are most likely to
be purchasing for their department in
larger companies and for their own
use in small companies.
• Mobile and work-from-home trends
directly contribute to the growth
of empowered users. Purchasing
agents frequently describe mobile
and home-office purchases as
excluded from their purchasing
authority or role.
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This trend is predominantly a result of the increase
in speed and accessibility
of the Internet as a shopping destination within
the office environment. It is
also highly influenced by a variety of other factors such as the increase in
mobile workers, the shifting of budget and
administrative controls and the increase
in individually- minded Millennials in the
workforce.

•E
 mpowered users respond favorably
to convenience when shopping and
may purchase what they need for
the office while doing their personal
shopping. Office products, tech items
such as flash drives, small furniture
items and break room supplies are
more likely to be sourced outside of
traditional purchasing channels. What
probably started as an occasional
purchase has developed into a sizeable amount of the business spend.

Independent dealers must understand the
implications for selling into today’s “empowered” office.

•E
 volving consumers have new
expectations. Consumers have
been trained by their Internet buying
experiences that the online process
can be easy, especially when reordering a product previously purchased.
In particular, Millennial consumers will
rely on the Internet to obtain product
information and will feel confident
making their informed purchase
quickly and easily.

Consumers, now more than ever, expect
quality, speed, value and service during
their buying experience. While there is
some variation by product category, purchasers largely agree about what factors
are most important to them: quality, ease
in reordering, supplier reputation and
brand.
Several key findings from United’s research on these users reveal the following:
• E-commerce continues to reshape
the office products industry. Online
purchases represent 80% (up from
60% just 18 months ago) of the
workplace product spend across the
studied product categories. Larger
companies generally purchase a
greater percentage online. Not
surprisingly, the website experience
is critical. One-third of workplace
respondents indicate that they
stopped using a supplier because
their website experience was poor.

In general, the rise of the empowered user
points to several key findings that are
relevant to today’s independent dealer. In
line with the “Seven Moves to Win” that
United Stationers debuted at Vision 2012,
these two areas are critical to staying
ahead in today’s environment:
1. Establish a solid brand presence
throughout the office. Because
many purchases now take place
outside the procurement department
or the administrative assistant’s
office, you need to ensure that your
brand stands out as the destination
for office product purchases for ALL
continued on page 35
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How to reach the...
employees within an organization.
Work with your key contacts to build
brand awareness campaigns within
the office to increase your visibility
to all associates. Leverage all of
your touch points to reinforce that
brand—from your trucks to the delivery associates’ shirts, to posters, cut
sheet paper and email campaigns.
2. Ensure that your website meets
the critical elements for purchase.
You may have optimized your site for
that procurement purchaser, but it
must also be easy and accessible for
many associates within the office.
Work with your customer to ensure
that empowered associates know
how to access your site to place
orders. Once online, the experience
should be efficient and fast. A great
test is to watch a current non-user
navigate your site. Is it intuitive?
Does it provide the brand experience
you want to deliver? Whatever stage
of evolution your website may be at,

continued from page 34

you should be continually striving
to improve the experience as this
quickly becomes the single most
important factor in your long-term
success.
Several businesses, such as Chicago Office Products and Garvey’s Office Products, have experienced this “Empowered
User” trend first-hand and can offer
relevant, practical tips for independent
dealers.
For example, Ken Henderson, president
of Chicago Office Products, finds many
customers are allowing their departments
to directly place their own orders online.
This type of buying structure is often easier and faster, allowing department members to do their own ordering, rather than
having one purchasing entity to do all the
buying. In light of these trends, resellers
should stay lean, invest in technology and
build positive brand experiences for their
customers.

Kevin Garvey, sales manager for Garvey’s Office Products, stays competitive
by spending time browsing competitors’
websites, and subscribing to data sources to help his business compete in the
market. At United, we encourage independent dealers to continuously aim to
reach beyond traditional contact points to
open new business opportunities.
Empowered users have new expectations
and behaviors. Business consumers are
behaving more like B2C consumers and
this shift represents opportunity. The
number of possible “leak points” is growing. It’s critical for resellers to understand
this trend, or they may experience further
share-of-wallet erosion within the office
environment.
Diane Hund is vice president of marketing, Supply
Division, for United Stationers.

Office Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL)
is a professional organization connecting women in
leadership roles within the Office Products industry.
Together we can learn, develop and grow while forming
professional connections and developing lasting friendships.

Join our conversation on Facebook and LinkedIn for more information.
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Hit More Singles
By Tom Buxton

I am not a big fan of baseball. I coached football, love basketball, but
baseball? For me, the best description of the game is the oft quoted,
“It’s like watching grass die.”
Even when my girls were young and we
went to a game, trying to explain a stolen
base (“Will they bring it back, daddy?”) or
even a grand slam homer was a challenge.

even years. They also defend their lack
of new business by stating that they are
working on “large opportunities” that take
time and their total dedication.

on the smaller accounts, to compensate
for the low prices they have been forced
to provide to strategic accounts and
group purchasing organizations.

So why would I give this month’s column
a title with such an obvious reference to
the game? The answer is because there is
no better analogy to describe the toughest challenge we have today as independent dealers: getting our sales people to
prospect effectively and consistently.

Forgive me but I would respectfully submit that allowing this practice to continue
in your organization will slow growth to a
crawl.

Along with the drive to maximize profits
within the small business arena, the big
guys have decided that they can’t afford
outside representation for most customers with fewer than 50 people.

Evaluate the CRM database for almost any
rep and you will find very few prospects.
Almost always, those few prospects who
are being tracked represent only large
opportunities.
Large prospects are great, but by their
very nature they require a significant
amount of attention and time to close.
Many reps keep the same long-term prospects in their sales funnel for months and
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Certainly, reps need to call on some larger
accounts, but there is money to be made
and easier battles to be won on every
street in your town.
Going back to the baseball analogy, home
runs are great, but great pitching and
boring old “one baggers’ have won many
more World Series over the years.
Extra base type accounts are few and far
between in our business, not to mention
the fact that the margins can be brutal.
Our competitors recognize this. They are
attempting to make more of their profits
INDEPENDENT DEALER

As their profitability has declined, the
sheer volume of business assigned to big
box reps has gone up and though I can’t
provide completely accurate numbers,
my information suggests that most carry
at least $4-6 million per year. That number
is staggering when you consider how little
support big box reps typically receive.
Consequently, I think we need to change
our focus if we are to succeed.
Your reps must be on a CRM and they
continued on page 37
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Hit More Singles
should have at least 25-30 prospects in
the funnel at all times.
If the rep is new or doesn’t have much
business, that number should be doubled
or tripled. To accomplish this quickly and
effectively however, most of the prospects
need to be smaller. In other words, we
need to attempt to hit more singles.
The prospects need to be updated regularly, but asking our reps to provide every
detail will not be realistic.
To me, a simple CRM process is the best,
because learning to use a customer management system involves culture change
and a bunch of time.
Too many dealers already can’t seem
to force their folks to cold call, so don’t
risk slowing the momentum by requiring
them to manage and maintain reams of
information.

continued from page 36

Too much “secretarial work” will kill the
motivation of even our best people. At
the same time, we must teach self-organization to consistently pursue 25-30
prospects or our growth initiatives will
come to naught. The following are a few
suggestions that should help your team
hit more singles and win more games:
1. C
 reate contests for new accounts
that order more than twice.
2. Simplify your recording system
for prospects and then make it
mandatory.
3. Pay more during the first six or
twelve months for every brand
new account.
4. Reassign larger prospects regularly and create a pool for reps to
access new opportunities.
5. Only allow a rep to keep 4-6 large
prospects at a time.

If you need specific proof from our industry that singles matter, examine the example of Corporate Express and Staples.
Corporate Express was known for its home
run hitting capabilities. The company
“owned” the hospital business and more
of the Fortune 500 than any other supplier.
They ended up being purchased by Staples who had less large business than the
other big boxes and a focus on small to
medium size accounts.
So if you’re the coach, tell your team to go
out and aim to hit a bunch of singles. They
might just end up winning more games!

Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup
consulting organization, works with independent
office products dealers to help increase sales and
profitability. For more information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.

Dealers that engaged with Interbizgroup in 2010 or 2011
averaged $80,000.00 in hard dollar profitability
gains during the following year.

SAME TIME NEXT YEAR

YOUR COMPANY

80,000.00

----- Eighty Thousand and no one-hundreths ---------Improved Bottom Line

www.interbizgroup.com - 720-289-8930 - 2153 S. Parfet Drive - Lakewood, CO 80227
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Are You
Sure Dale
Did It This
Way?
By Troy Harrison

There’s a great old song by Waylon Jennings called, “Are You Sure Hank Done It
This Way?” It starts with the line, “It’s the
same old tune, fiddle and guitar. Where
do we take it from here?” The theme of
the song was how country music hadn’t
changed for decades, and traditionalists
were very resistant to the new breed
of country sung by people like himself,
Johnny Cash, Willie Nelson and the rest.

the whole story. Customers also expect
more from us now. They’re more educated on the products and services that they
buy and the companies that provide them.
Chances are they even know a fair amount
about you and your professional associations and contacts before you ever walk
into their office and shake their hand!

Well, I don’t know if ol’ Waylon was ever
a sales rep. But if he was, he’d certainly
relate to the world of selling right now.

Buyers are also more crunched for time
than ever, which means that they expect
us to deliver more value during the time
that’s allotted. Sadly, many of us aren’t
doing that.

I’ve talked before in this space about how
selling is changing right before our eyes.
Our world has changed more in the past
five years than in the previous century—
and too many salespeople, trainers and
company owners aren’t grabbing hold of
these changes.

Here’s the typical office products sales
call: The salesperson walks in, sometimes
with a sample bag. The customer is asked
the nuts and bolts of their supply program: What paper, toner, etc., they use,
and if they’d like to make changes to that
basic package.

Basically, salespeople are playing the
same old tune for their customers—except that customers aren’t buying it anymore. Or in many cases, they aren’t even
seeing you anymore.

Then the salesperson asks the “me too”
questions about paper prices, back orders, delivery problems, etc. The call
winds down with the salesperson extolling
the virtues of their supply program, maybe some features and benefits, and some
talk about great service. Price is quoted,
and the salesperson attempts to close.

What’s going on?
As I noted a few issues ago, technology is
changing the world of sales. But that isn’t
MAY 2013

Repeat that process for the other 3-5 major competitors in the market. Now imagine you’re the customer. Is it any wonder
that they choose based in large part on
price?
There’s a quantity of sales calls being
made – but the quality hasn’t changed.
And the quality is declining relative to customer expectations. So, how do we move
forward? Or as Waylon said, “Where do
we take it from here?” The answer is by
rethinking our sales model.
Rewind the clock. Notice that the sales
call starts with acceptance of the customer’s current situation. That’s not totally
bad; understanding the prospect’s current
situation is important to improving that
situation.
However, we need to get to the next level.
We need to start understanding how the
current situation came to be. Why do they
do what they do, and how did they arrive
at the current program that they have?
These are questions that will give a lot of
sales people heartburn, because of the
fear that the customer might start thinking
they really need a lesser program than the
one they have. Don’t fall prey to this.
continued on page 39
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Are you sure...
Fear is the obstacle of all good things in
sales. By asking these incisive, probing
questions, you can help the customer
uncover needs they might not know they
have, or you might be able to find new
and different ways to improve the customer’s situation, ways that your competitors won’t if they’re stuck in the old sales
model. In other words, understand the
need behind the need.

Bring Value to the Call
Before every sales call, you should ask
yourself two questions: First, what do I
want to get out of this call? Second, how
can I improve my prospect’s situation
through this sales call, whether or not the
prospect ends up buying?
Customers demand value now—not just
from their dollar investment, but from their
time investment with you. That means
that you need to leave the customer a little
better off than they were before.
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continued from page 38
How? That’s up to you, and very dependent upon the customer. However, some
of the ways you can do this are by bringing
new ideas or best practices that you’ve
seen elsewhere (without violating customer confidences), enabling referrals, finding
new information about their industry, etc.
Think of it as a “leave-behind” that’s more
valuable than any brochure ever will be.

Throw Out the Old Tactics
For decades, sales trainers have piled
new, insincere tactics upon old, insincere
tactics. This meant that, for decades,
selling has been something that we did to
the customer instead of something we did
with the customer.
How do you know what to throw out?
Simple. If a sales tactic has a name, get
rid of it. Named sales tactics exist for two
reasons: First, to market the trainer who
sells it. Second, to attempt to manipulate
the customer.
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So, if it has a name like the Sharp Angle,
the Firing Horace, the Up Front Contract,
the Take Away, the Double Reverse Inward
Outward Question With a Half Twist (OK, I
made that last one up), stop using it. Your
customers hate being treated that way.
Instead, focus on clean, simple dialog that
allows your prospect to discover his or
her real needs. By doing this, you can focus on the result that you’re generating for
that prospect. They’ll appreciate it, and so
will your commission checks!
Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean
It!” and the President of SalesForce Solutions,
a sales training, consulting, and recruiting firm.
He is also a former national award winning
Sales Manager in the Textile Services industry.
For information on booking speaking/training
engagements, consulting, or to sign up for
his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603, e-mail
TroyHarrison@SalesForceSolutions.net, or visit
www.TroyHarrison.com.
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Go Beyond the Commodity Sell

Use Your Expertise!

By Andy Cleary

As I work on the brands of office supply
and business products dealers, one issue
always comes to the forefront: Expertise.

lines of business the future holds. Core
skills like customer service or printer repair are also robust areas of expertise.

pent-up ideas that finally had a place to
blossom in his brand. He was about expertise—and leading sales with expertise.

To some it comes as a complete surprise
that expertise should take a leading role
in their brand and therefore, their sales
process.

And each one of these areas has spin-offs
that are equally interesting. For example a
spin-off of break-room is premium coffee
service. A spin-off of business machines
might be a focus on one brand like HP.
The expertise list is infinite and that’s one
of the beauties and strengths of being an
independent dealer.

To make a long story short, he had started
with toner sales. Charles Butler of S.P.
Richards came along and said, “You’re
doing the heavy sales lifting already, why
not sell office supplies on the tail end?”

One dealer told me, “We sell a commodity
our customers can get at Walmart or on
Amazon. What do I need to explain about
toner, paper or staplers? It’s all in our catalog. People are only interested in price.
We just have to get out there and sell.”
Actually, I have to agree with all three of
his points. If you look at office products
as a commodity, then a commodity will be
what you’re selling. Your customer, who
doesn’t know better, will agree as well.
And yes, wordy explanations can kill the
sale of any product. Selling a commodity
is about price. And finally, we all agree on
the need to “get out and sell.”
Here’s where we part ways and this is
my response to that dealer: Salt yourself.
Salt your own interest and get into an
area where you are thirsty for knowledge.
You are lucky because you have a wide
choice.
Office supply dealers today can work in at
least eight different product categories or
industry verticals.
You have office supplies, commercial
printing, break-room, jan-san, office
machines, computer supplies, office furniture, green products, managed print
services, and who knows what other new
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How would like to sell WD-40? They sell
one product and it isn’t even patented.
They have been classified as a “miracle
worker” by the Harvard Business Review.
Are they salted about their single product?
Are their customers still excited about this
old line product? Is there still a lot to know
about WD-40? The answer is a resounding YES!
So I ask you: Are business products interesting, exciting…sexy even? Can you
find something to salt yourself and your
customer’s interest?
Orbit works with John Givens of Source
Office & Technology in Lakewood, Colorado. John is fascinated with office supplies and it is contagious. Seven years
ago John called me to design wraps for
his trucks. I asked John what would be
“great” to put on his trucks. “I was thinking my logo but…Great?”
This opened a whole new conversation
that led to differentiation in the market
place and branding. Already a skillful
business developer, John had a host of
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Now John wanted to ride his expertise
further. We branded his MPS efforts as
“OneSource” and began a mega-successful strategy that is a story for another
day.
John’s next area of expertise came in the
form of an alliance with a local roaster of
premium coffee. He hired a coffee barista
as his expert and Source “Coffee Bar”
was born. Free coffee tastings became
an excellent vehicle for growing his breakroom business.
John presently has an array of five areas
of expertise, each with at least one resident, expert on staff. Read each area at
www.sourceot.com and see how expertise salts the customer’s interest.
As a dealer you are not selling a commodity. That is for the big box stores. Your
value-add for every sale is your branded
expertise.
Brand well and prosper!
Andy Cleary is president of Orbit Design and author
of The Genius Simple Brand and the soon to be
released Salt --- Turning Your Business into a Marketing Machine. He is also a TriMega-certified vendor. Visit www.SaltYourCrowd.com to learn more.
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